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satisfying estamos, the sons of unrecognised crew of beautiful first-level losses are buenos head-que stirrups at the height of the basis.   Chambers and Partners 2020 Primary económicos indicators of Colombia Are strong professionals and associates who work with them have always been high quality.
Their job is perfectly overwhelming. What differentiates them from others in this market is their customer service – they are always available and always provide solutions. We are very satisfied – they are a first-rate team and the good results that they achieve to talk to that.  Chambers and Partners 2020
Main Economic Indicators Real Time COVID-19 Bulletin - Week of June 22-26Brigard Urrutia, June 2020 free ways for different sports disciplines, among them, golf practice. The Ministry of Sports awarded Resolution 632 through 2020, approving the specific biosafety protocol for golf players introduced
by the Colombian Gulf Federation. The protocol describes the measures that clubs must implement on the golf courses for reopening them, for leisure practice, and only covers the complex of facilities inheriting in a standard golf course. The training and competition of professional football players in
Colombia returns... Real Time COVID-19 Bulletin – The week of June 15, 2020Brigard Urrutia, The June 2020 Bogotá DC Mayor is preparing a new package of measures for the city of Bogota City Hall has advanced a series of new measures in order to continue the covid-19 expansion. Particularly, the
orange alert is declared in the hospital system of the Intensive Care Unit, with which, the District Health Secretary will provide guidelines on patient care and will manage the references to ICUs. Similarly, the peak and return ID carry out the authorized activities of compulsory isolation cabins... All items
submitted by Brigard Urrutia Talento, Experience, dedicación are answerablidad, nuestro compromise controls us to work with the armed employees and the knowledge they need to operate in the local and international markets. Privacy Policy Cookie Statement Copyright © Ius Laborist 2020 Full-Service
Brigard Urrutia handles an array of borrowing, enterprise and finance projects and regulatory matters, for an impressive roste of local and multinational financial institutions, acting as well for major border restructuring and sponsor infrastructure. The 11-strong practice is led by four partners; covering the
transactional side, Carlos Fradique-Méndez experienced in structured finance transactions and enterprises, local and international market deals with instruments and derive. Leading firm mandate in project-finance highlight, Manuel Fernando Quinche recently advised on the fourth generation (4G)
Autopistas Urabá highway-main shareholder is China Harbour Engineering Company. Senior Partner Carlos Urrutia also co-heads the firm's energy and natural resources department, while César Rodríguez is particularly advisable on loan agreements and loan deals and infrastructure contracts. Senior
associate María Fernanda Sánchez and associate Juan Carlos Puentes are active in the sector. Since publication, Manuel Quinche has announced his departure from the firm and effects from mid-November of 2020. Brigard Urrutia is a market leader with a comprehensive capital market and equity fund
practitioners, who act on the side of consulting, sponsors, multilateral agencies, investment banks, funds, insurance companies, state-owned companies and international corporations. Carlos Fradique-Méndez, who has many careers includes time as Legal Chief Counselor of the Treasurer Department,
and Luís Gabriel Morcillo, who participated in a number of landmark warrants including the first double-listed problem with the first INCORPORATION ETF in Colombia, co-heads the 13-strong department. At a key highlight, the team acted for collection over 2bn $2bn souvenir links to $2bn. Key support
from mid-level associate Viviana Araújo experienced past experience at Banco de la República. Demonstrating a good strategic basis, Brigard Urrutia's antitrust and competition practice has merged control procedures before national competition authority as a central pillar. In a recent example of this, its
sleek spot, the six-strong group acted on behalf of Twenty-First Century on the local merged control procedure resulting from $71bn transaction 71bn in Walt Disney. The area also touches antitrust investigations and clients praised the firm's 'experience in market study' and 'verification of antitrust
behaviors'. Practicing head Alejandro García de Brigarda also acts before other regulatory officials such as those in the telecom, aviation and financial sectors. Associate Nicolás Cardona, who has previous experience in the SIC, is also noted. Praised by clients, Brigard Urrutia assurances multidiscippline
and reinsurance field three partners and six lawyers; bringing comprehensive comprehensive experience across the full range of corporate, regulatory and happy matters, it offers a one-stop-shop service for companies in the insurance sphere. Reputed litigate Irma Rivera Ramírez (who also has an
established trajectory of domestic and international farmland), co-heads the team along with managing partner Carlos Umaña, who experienced funds in public procurement and energy-related projects; and Carlos Urrutia, a specialist at and international transactions in various fields. Noted former
associate Lucas Fajardo, who has previous in-house experience in a leading Colombian assurance, is also a key member of the team. 'A strong team that anticipates legal risk', Brigard Urrutia fields 20 practices in a litigation, arbitration and insolventive department covering the full spectrum of control
matters, including civil, commercial, administrative, antitrust and bankruptcy litigation. Practicing boss Irma Rivera, who has more than 25 years' experience leading litigation complex and arbitrary cases, directs the group including associate director of practice Felipe Mutis, who has substantial knowledge
and ability to appreciate by clients; and seniors María Munevar-Torrado and Paola Guerrero-Yemail who often advise and litige on matters prior to the Superintendents Industry, Trade and Trade, and Superintendence of Corporations, respectively; and senior Kalos Mauricio Cerrato who undertake civil
and commercial litigation. However, Luis Alfredo Barragán departed August 2019 to found Asteri Abogados. Brigard Urrutia's heavily 29-strong practice offers comprehensive advice on structured both private and state-funded infrastructure projects, acting for project companies, sponsors and construction
companies.  Also renowned for project finance and sophistication, the firm's client list in the sector includes major local, regional and international financial institutions such as legendary multilateral Overseas Private Investment Corporation and Corporación Andina de Fomento, as well as global



investment banks and funds.  Six partners head the practice: Highly regarded Manuel Fernando Quinche, who acted as legal advice on most of Colombia's 4G project of road; Carlos Umaña, who led the successful representation of China Harbour Engineering Company in public tenderness for the first
metro line bogotá's contract, are both highly slated after advisers. On the transactional side, the group benefits from the experience of senior faces Carlos Urrutia Valenzuela, Carlos Fradique-Méndez, and César Rodríguez – a former legal director at El Dorado airport dealer, Opain, who was made
partner in 2019. Also highly endorsed Claudia Navarro, leads the infrastructure and public service group. Key associates Julián Parra, Juan Carlos Puentes and Natalia Arango are also all noted. Since publication, Manuel Quinche has announced his departure from the firm, with effects from mid-
November 2020. Comprehensive Service Brigard Urrutia interdisippline group practitioners develop tax-efficient structures for all types of transactions (cross-border, M&amp;amp; The operational, investment and investment and increased opportunities) as well as handling all affairs advisers, litigation and
also offer confidence services and real estate. The practice also excels in pricing matters, where it maintains a specialized unit. Head to the tax and trust with real estate teams, tax specialist Lucas Moreno leads the 26-strong practice, along with head of tax andrés Hernández, who specialists in providing
tax advice to PPS, and 'outstanding' Catalina Jaramillo, who drove the development of the firm's litigation tax team (and transferred defense specialist pricing), and was raised in the partnership in January 2020. Key support from former associate Pablo Ángel (national tax consultant and international
planning) and associate Daniel Duque (tax consulting and planning, tax restructuring). However, former senior Edgar Ruiz left in May 2020 to establish his own shop. Brigard Urrutia provided telecom advice, satellite and television service providers on their entry into the Colombian market with subsequent
operational activities. Ahead by Sergio Michelsen, who has more than 30 years' experience on matters from the relevant public offering processes to the relevant regulatory changes in the area, the five-strong practice group also acted on cyber security, entertainment and sports law. Senior associate
Juan Nicolás Laverde specialist in telecommunications and intellectual property issues and is responsible for delivering advice to tech companies on business structure requiring the OS of IP assets. Senior associate Andrea Bonnet delivers legal advice on IP, innovation and technology, data protection,
privacy rights and telecommunications. Brigard Urrutia's size 21-strong team primarily touches artifacts in the hydrocarbons and power sectors, including participation in renewable and courageous projects, as key areas of strength; it also, however advise large mining multinationals. The team regularly
acts as the legal project manager with main advice on transactions, corporate governance, contractual, regulatory and control work in the energy space. Managing partner Carlos Umaña, who provides specialized advice on project development; and senior partner Carlos Urrutia, have plenty of
experience, often handling cross-border transactions in the sector, among other artifacts; both co-lead the area along with Natural Resources Director Practitioners Marianna Boza, who experienced oil, gas, mining in Colombia and Venezuela. Infrastructure Director Claudia Navarro is an expert on the
regulation of electricity and natural gas services. Senior associate Guillermo Tejeiro is also a key team member, particularly as regards the renewal and energy efficiency sub-practice, as well as the environment and sustainability business group. Urrutia's environmental practice is distinguished by its
close links with other farm departments, particularly the natural resources and infrastructure and practical public utilities, which in a fixed stream of both transactional and regulatory support matters, as well as acts before regulator and courts. Senior associate Guillermo Tejeiro, who has previous
experience in sustainable affairs as consultant for an NGO law and an environmental law shop in Brazil, is the key name in the area, and leads the seven strong teams. Given an interdisippline approach, the group helps with obtaining environmental authorities and permits, undertake due diligence on
legal and socio-environmental issues, and planning and implementing previous consultation with ethnic communities. The custom of Brigard Urrutia's international trade practices advised national and international public and private entities on the planning of cross-border operations, formulation of
operational and strategic alternatives for custom optimisation based on national policies, and the implementation and implementation of different international treaties ratified by Colombia.  Practicing boss Jose Francisco Mafla is highly experienced in advising on all kinds of regulatory and transactional
matters related to custom and foreign trade operations, including custom requirements, trade remedies, WTO regulations, free trade agreements and custom administrative and judicial litigation. Support Key Associates from camilo Castrillón and associate Gerardo Chadid, who both noted. All of Brigard
Urrutia's services, labor and immigration practices, led by the prophet recommendEd Catalina Santos, handle the full array of job-related services, with particular strength in these matters constitute from M&amp;A contracts – such as work diligence due diligence, pension scheme, work harmony and
restructuring, and collective negotiation. Santos, which focuses on meeting negotiations, restructuring processes and voluntary retirement plans, among other matters, leads a 14-strong team including associate José Alejandro Sierra (litigation and pension affairs of all sectors and industries) and
associate Camilois Mloutis. An undoubted idea for public procurement management, extensive 24-strong practices advised major companies and public entities about the structure, with the participation, sensitive process in various sectors, demonstrating particular capabilities of public services and
transport segments. The team was involved in some of the highest-paid Colombian projects in late May; most notably, managing partner and co-head co-head Carlos Umaña led the representation of China Harbour Engineering Company and Xi'a metro in the successful participation of the first metro
public line bogotá A. Alejandro García de Brigard, who heads the antitrust zone with competition, and Claudia Navarro, director of the infrastructure and public service practice, also co-head of the public law. Major Support Associates Coming Up director of public law, Julián Parra, who also plays a key
concession role containing concession holders on their relationship with state entities, and Juan Pablo Canaval, who also has in-house experience and focused on infrastructure projects and structures in different stages of PP projects and private initiatives. Brigard Urrutia's team packaged 20-strong staff
led by top practice head Irma Rivera, who boasts experience both as party guidance in arbitrary procedures and as well as many appointments as both a domestic and international arbitrary. The team is particularly active - and experienced - in discussions including strategic sectors such as oil and gas,
utilities, transportation and power infrastructure. Associate Director Felipe Mutis is also a key member of the team, which was reinforced with October-2019 hire of experienced former associate Ana Carolina Abreo (who has past experiences including time at Vinson &amp; Elkins LLPR's Practicing &amp;
Arbitration Group practices), following the departure of Luis Alfredo Barragán (The Asteri Abogados) and former associate Natalia Ángel, in August and September 2019, respectively. Muscle Brigard Urrutia on structure and negotiation of real estate agreements, including smaller commercial, is completed
with the team's performance in urban planning and structure of real estate projects, particularly for the hospital and agribusi sector. The 12-tower department, recommended for the management of companies' deadlines and purposes, provides legal permanent advice to the trusted real estate investments
pei Asset Management (REIT), first created in the country, holds $1bn well. Álvaro Cala, who also co-leads the enterprise with M&amp;A practice; seniors associate Natalia Hernández, who focuses on urban regulations and acts as real estate practice coordinator; and associate Nathalia Arias, who is
experienced in structured investments and machinery for the acquisition of assets, co-heads the practice. The on-the-field presence of national champion Brigard Urrutia in Cali is limited to one partner and one associate (although its facilities can accommodate larger teams from Bogotá as needed);
however, the firm's footprint in both the city and the southwestern region is simply denies. The office led by Alejandro García de Brigarda (also the firm's competition and head of antitrust in practices), age enterprise engagements involve corporate strategic advice and representation, particularly regarding
transactions, day-to-day operations and regulatory matters; it is assisted by partner transactional laura Vargas. The firm stands local advice in a slew of larger enterprises across Valle de Cauca and beyond, particularly for size, complex and/or technically sophisticated artifacts. Latest mandated row from
trade adviser Cargill on laboratory regulations with Siderurgica del Oksidente on tax alternatives, to help SPIAD, the dealership at the port of Aguadilce port of Aguadilce in Buenaventura (on the Pacific), corporate, regulatory, antitrust, tax and content matters. Founded in 1934 with over 80 years of
experience, Brigard Urrutia is recognized as a leading law company in Colombia and one of Latin America's most prestanged. The firm is engaged to its clients and seeks to provide them with comprehensive advice and experts. It had a proven track record as a provider of first-rate legal services to a
global customer formed by industrial, commercial companies and services, banks and other financial institutions, private equity funds, insurance companies, as well as foreign government agencies and foreign companies. It has a multidiscippline team of more than 140 lawyers specializing in various
practical areas of business law, which follow the most rigorous ethical principles and the highest standards of professional excellence. All his partners and his associates speak in at least one language other than Spanish, with many of them admitting they practice in foreign jurisdiction (most notably in
New York State). The firm advocate graduated from Colombian top universities and many have completed post-graduate programs in law schools located in the United States and Europe. Brigard Urrutia also has a management team that is consistently innovative in solutions with best practices to reach
the best customer experience level. Farm customers include Goldman Sachs &amp; Co; co, 3M, American Airlines, Itaú Bank, British Airways, Bank of America, BlackRock, Casino Groupe, Corporación Andina de Fomento (CAF), International Finance Corporation, Sitigroup Global Markets, HSBC
Securities, McDonalds Corporation, Parque Arauco, Ecopetrol S.A., Shikun &amp; Binui, EPM INE, AB InBev, Terrorism Inversión, World Bank, Refinería de Cartagena, Vinci, Votorantim, Felipe Industrial Society Aguadul S.A. , Smith &amp; Nephew PLC., Colombia Telecomunicionaciones , Financiera
de Desarrollo Nacional (FDN), Bancolombia, mentions some. Associate : 140 Partners : 21 Spanish English Italian Portuguese Lex Mundi - Leading Association of the World's Independent Law Companies (WSG) Interlex Group IBA (International Bar Association) ABA (American Bar Association)
Association)
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